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suburban beauty | watercolour on paper
vce art

de la espriella

I was attempting to explore the subtle beauty of 

suburban life through capturing and illustrating images 

of homes I felt represented the idyllic representation 

of the ‘nuclear family’.This house became symbolicas it 

is the view from a close friend’s balcony on which we 

have spent many hours, becoming the location of much 

change and discussion.
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c o v e r w o r k : Ainslee Webber

i n n e r : Charlie Lloyd



‘Pick your poison’ explores the Seven Deadly Sins using 

the sculpture medium of found objects. I chose this 

because I wanted everyday objects to bring a sense of 

familiarity to the artwork in order to make a state-

ments on society. My aim was to capture the subject 

matter in an emotive and symbolic way. By creating 

a wide range of emotions from a raging anger to a 

relaxed sloth, I was able to illustrate an explanation for 

the audience of what the seven deadly sins are.

pick your poison | found object sculpture
vce studio arts
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The focus of my work in Studio Arts has been centered 

around borders and boundaries - the way in which they 

are constructed, exist, and are used both within society 

as well as to navigate our personal lives. “Transcendence 

of boundary through the illumination of self” explores 

how crucial it is to break down major social boundaries, 

focusing on the current refugee crisis and the importance of 

breaking down the stigma that surrounds asylum seekers. I 

am passionate about advocating for human rights, especially 

those of asylum seekers. All too often, I see people around 

me adopt an ‘us and them’ mentality when faced with a 

humanitarian crisis of this level. This issue has created so 

much division, controversy and many a heated a debate 

where instead it should be the one time where we should 

all come together on so that we can help others like 

ourselves in need. We are all connected by, and share the 

same humanity, there is no fundamental differencebetween 

any of us. It’s this that means that an ‘us and them’ mentality 

really has no purpose or role to play in any of our lives as, 

on a fundamental level, it is completely inaccurate. There is 

nothing that differentiates any of us - we all share the same 

colour and warmth of humanity.

Transcendence of boundary through the illumination of self | 
mixed media | vce studio arts



The focus of my art folio was the power of the unconscious mind 

through dreaming, and I drew a lot of inspiration from psychiatrist 

Carl Jung’s philosophy of the collective unconscious. The collective 

unconscious is a term Jung introduced to represent a form of 

the unconscious (the part of the mind containing memories 

and impulses of which the individual is not aware) common to 

mankind as a whole and originating in the inherited structure of 

the brain. According to Jung, the collective unconscious contains 

archetypes, or universal primordial images and ideas. The collective 

unconscious is distinct from the personal unconscious which 

arises from the experience of the individual. “Cosmos” is a visual 

representation of how I perceive this collective unconscious to be.

cosmos | paint on board
vce arts

This series of photographs explores the importance of maintaining our own 

personal boundaries, especially if we are to work to break down larger social 

boundaries. The use of photography allows me to convey a sense of intimacy and 

personality by creating a window into another's life. I like the idea of photography 

as a form of documentation, especially of people and different aspects of their lives. 

It’s a way of saying that they are just as present as me or you are. It legitimises our 

journeys, and in the case of my work, it legitimises the personal boundaries the in-

dividuals around us keep. I think you can tell a lot about a person from their hands, 

especially about the personal boundaries they keep. They are extremely personal 

in the sense that in everything we do in our 

day to day lives, our hands are primarily what 

we see in our field of vision. Our hands often 

go unnoticed as they are used in almost every 

aspect of our everyday lives, so this new per-

spective lends our hands new meaning to what 

we do with them. It’s important to notice the 

little, everyday things as to me they are what is 

the most significant and too often these small 

details go unnoticed.

the conservation of self | photography
vce studio arts



coalescence | mixed media
vce art

“Coalescence” is symbolic of how the unconscious minds weaves 

our dreams together. The glass jars represent the places in our 

minds where our memories, feelings, thoughts and experiences are 

stored, with each jar being an individual memory, feeling, thought 

or experience. The string of lights that runs through and connects 

them all is symbolic of the unconscious mind, illuminating parts of 

where we keep a record of our personal experience. Our dreams 

are formed when our unconscious picks out certain things from 

each jar and strings them together in a sequence that often we 

can’t make head nor tail of. The shelves that the jars sit in are like 

the figurative shelves that exist in each of our unconscious minds, 

and when all put together they form the collective unconscious. The 

double exposure photography in each of the jars is composed of 

one of my paintings and a self portrait, so the 16 jars in this work 

form a physical representation of one of my dreams in the process 

of being fabricated by my unconscious mind and they shelves are 

representative of my own personal figurative shelf.



My intentions for my first final piece for the year was 

to try and make good use of some techniques that 

I’ve learned over the duration of the first semester as 

well as incorporating a few that I learnt prior to that. 

I chose to paint the letter ’S’ purely because it’s got 

to be my favourite letter to experiment with, since it’s 

such a fluid letter that has many easily manipulated 

angles as well as having a very continuous flow to it.

After the death of one of my good friends early in the 

year, I decided that it was a good idea to let my art 

help with the healing process as well as wanting to 

dedicate something very substantial to her, which led 

me to designing a somewhat intricate and fluid letter 

E. I chose the colours for this piece with my girlfriend 

who was best friends with E, so figured it would be 

nice to get some input as to what her favourite colours 

were.

s for something | e is for elly <3
spray paint on canvas | vce art
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emphasising meaning | photograph on paper
vce studio arts



acetate | mixed media
vce studio art

charlie lloyd

The focus of my work was to explore the sensation 

of motion created through the manipulation of the 

proximities between lines, that is both chaotic and 

calm. In development for Unit 4, I wanted to create 

a heightened sensation of this movement through 

the use of my mediums, materials and techniques. I 

refined my ideas by producing clear sensory visions 

of movement, then further developing this direction 

by enhancing the layers and therefore exhibiting 

multidimensional live installations of enhanced 

manipulated motion.



THIS IS A LIVE INSTALLATION. 

THE VIEWER IS THE OBSERVER. 

STEP 1: Notice the ink drop and 

bleed onto the print, and agnize how 

it embellishes the movement in the 

lines.

p e r s p e x | mixed media
vce studio art



Across the year I explored fluidity through mixed 

media. My final works included mixed media/resin 

sculptures, a projection of an ink and paint micro film 

onto curtains and a large resin painting with blue and 

gold colours contrasting.

fluidity works | resin on canvas
vce studio artsol
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untitled | monoprint on paper
vce studio arts

zach moulieris
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Liam This work is intended to depict an individual whilst 

in the state of dreaming and capture the lucid form that 

they view themselves as. This is achieved through the 

simplification and stylisation of the defiant features that 

generates a vivacity and eccentric attitude in the figure.

untitled | watercolour on paper
vce art

untitled | intaglio on paper
vce studio arts



progression | pen and ink
vce studio art

oliver paterson

This pen and ink piece dictates the gradual 

transformation from man- to-monster, while retaining 

the appearance of comic book/graphic novel panels 

to convey the separate stages of transformation. The 

inspiration for the piece stemmed from my love of 

horror films and literature, with films such as 1986’s 

“The Fly” and 1982’s “The Thing” being particularly 

strong influences.



I was determined this year to bind the innocent with 

the terrifying through my artwork output. Originally 

using a teddy bear to illustrate the ‘innocent’ side of the 

piece, I decided to take this a step further, reasoning 

that ‘there is nothing more innocent than a newborn 

child’.The inspiration for this piece stems from the 

same sources as my other artwork “Progression”, being 

derived from the imagery of horror literature and films.

bundle of joy | pen and pencil on paper 
vce studio arts



ainslee webber

untitled | mixed media
vce arts



Jay This year I decided to explore photography, but 

no photographs would be edited, so as to achieve the 

concept of realism and rawness. The first set, ‘Intimacy’ 

is based around the idea that intimacy can happen 

between anyone and comes in many forms. The second 

set, ‘Untitled’, uses direct quotes from American 

authors such as Hemingway, Bukowski, and Kerouac, 

and then written onto the body of the models. The 

models chose a quote that most resonated with them, 

achieving the concept that adolescents can use other 

words to help reflect themselves when they couldn’t.

fluidity works | resin on canvas
vce studio arts
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untitled | icing & mixed media
vce studio art

This installation is a series of cakes that are 

representative of pattern. After trialling many different 

mediums and techniques, I stumbled across one that 

very few had attempted. Icing. These miniature cakes 

consist of fondant and buttercream icings. I have a 

great interest in the subject of Patisserie and Cakes, 

and I believe that this is shown in this installation - 

along with the topic of pattern. 

These watercolour pieces are a series of mandalas that 

I have created to represent my topic of pattern. Using 

the technique of dropping in colour, I have created a 

pattern on a pattern. Repetition of colour and image. .

ryn wheelan



I created these bowls using a Japanese technique of 

throwing, I broke some of them and repaired them 

using an ancient Japanese repair method called kintsugi. 

With these works I explored the philosophy central to 

the kintsugi technique which is about accentuating the 

beauty in things which have been damaged.
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